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Abstract

Secure enclaves, such as Intel SGX, provide a trusted execution environment which offers integrity and confidentiality guarantees to supported applications. In this thesis, we show how Erlang can be protected to harden telecommunication workloads by utilizing hardware-based Intel SGX. First, we demonstrate how an untrusted Erlang runtime can execute trusted C code inside of SGX via Erlang C Nodes and NIFs. A possible use case is the protection of cryptographic functionality which is demonstrated with OpenSSL inside of SGX, callable from Erlang. Second, to protect the Erlang runtime itself, a number of alternatives are explored as to enable execution of Erlang code inside of the enclave. However, Erlang ships with BEAM, an advanced virtual machine, which performs frequent syscalls and IO activity that drastically increases the complexity of porting it to SGX enclaves. Therefore, two prominent third-party frameworks are tested which aim to support generic applications inside of SGX: the Library os Graphene and the shim-layer solution SCONC. Third, alternatives to implement a custom solution are discussed which could yield performance and security benefits over the generic frameworks while protecting an Erlang runtime. The complete source code for this thesis is available under a permissive BSD 3 license.¹
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Introduction

Erlang is a functional programming language that is widely used in telecommunication and other back-end systems [22, 5][13, p. 6]. As these communication systems become increasingly cloud-based, new opportunities for attackers emerge: both for conventional attacks as well as for the theft of intellectual property. To counter this, so-called secure enclaves could be introduced as proposed by the major CPU vendors. The secure enclave feature is often supported by modern CPUs and it provides functionality to protect sensitive processes or parts of running programs [3, 35]. One such secure enclave technology is the Intel Software Guard Extensions (Intel SGX) which will be utilized in this thesis. The aim of secure enclaves is to protect highly sensitive data and workloads, including both their integrity as well as their confidentiality, and even if the adversary is executing in kernel mode [17]. These security guarantees, are in Intel SGX achieved by two main methods; First, the secure enclave encrypts and integrity-protects the memory of the running process. Second, the untrusted system can only communicate with the enclave via specific CPU instructions, thereby greatly restricting its access to the running process.

Due to the limited interface exposed by Intel SGX enclaves, there is no native method to perform syscalls inside of the enclave. As a result, the possible language support in SGX is greatly limited, where the official support only includes C and C++ with the Intel SGX SDK (simply referred to as Intel SDK in this thesis). There are third-party frameworks that support the use of syscalls and thereby could enable deployment of legacy applications (such as a language runtime) inside of an SGX enclave. This would be the quickest method to allow for the execution of arbitrary Erlang code inside of SGX, however, these frameworks come with performance and security penalties. The alternative is to create a custom solution, either by changing the Erlang runtime itself or by adding a layer in SGX to perfectly fit Erlang by only supporting the external communication and syscalls required. However, the optimized solution would require a substantial amount of work since Erlang relies on a complex runtime with many syscalls and a high IO usage. On the other hand, for these very reasons, a third-party framework could come to struggle with performance, increasing the possible benefits with a custom solution.

The recommendation from Intel is to not perform any syscalls from within SGX which would need to be forwarded to the untrusted OS. To follow this advice would make it extremely difficult to port the Erlang BEAM runtime\(^1\), instead an alternative would be to call secured C code inside of SGX from the untrusted Erlang runtime. By

\(^1\)However, there could exist ways of otherwise running Erlang in SGX without syscalls: such as to port a simpler Erlang runtime or if it would be possible to compile Erlang code to another intermediate representation (i.e. bytecode) which is better fit for this purpose.
not porting the Erlang runtime itself, and to only make calls to separate C functions without external dependencies, would provide very strict security of the enclaved process and it would not reduce the performance of Erlang code. However, as the Erlang runtime in this case would still be running in a completely untrusted OS there would not be any security guarantees made on this side, which could open up for attacks.

The thesis is structured as follows; Chapter 1 introduces the reader to the problem, motivates its importance, and proposes a possible solution. In chapter 2, technical details will be explained and earlier work in the field will be surveyed. Chapter 3 will explain the method and overview the possible designs which could achieve the earlier laid out goals. The implementation specific details are presented in chapter 4. The implemented designs will be evaluated in chapter 5, and the findings further discussed in chapter 6. Finally, the thesis will be summarized in chapter 7 with final thoughts and recommendations going forward.

1.1 Relevance

For Ericsson, one of the company’s dominating telecommunication applications is using the Erlang language. As these applications are expected to run in different cloud environments, partly due to the 5G standard [4, 10], there is a need for new security features. A significant weakness in this new infrastructure is that it is no longer possible to trust other running processes, or even the hypervisor or kernel itself [33]. A proposed mitigation is with the introduction of secure enclaves, such as Intel SGX, which provide developers with the tools for running software securely on operating systems that themselves might be hostile. This is an issue which is now becoming reality, sensitive code may come to be executed in datacentres owned by a competitor or on computational resources shared with the public (i.e. public cloud). Intel SGX aims to protect sensitive data that the software is working on as well as the running process itself [14]. An example of such data is a private key which could be captured by a privileged process if the system does not utilize a secure enclave, something which would covertly undermine the attacked process’ security completely. Additionally, the executing binary itself might be confidential which the underlying cloud-vendor should neither be able to view nor modify.

1.1.1 Usefulness of Erlang SGX

Intel SGX can either be used to enable secure function evaluation (i.e. evaluate a publicly known function without disclosing the inputs) [28] or to execute confidential functions where both the code itself and the data it works on should be kept secret. Consequently, there are many possible use cases which have been proposed to be especially fit for Intel SGX [51]. Two prominent examples are Machine Learning (ML) where the inputs are secret and cloud workloads as hinted at earlier which may involve secret code and data. Traditionally, Erlang has not been widely used in ML and in this thesis the focus will be on cloud use cases which is where Erlang currently has a market share.

Erlang is used in back-end services such as the database CouchDB [6, p. 12], the
messaging application WhatsApp [46, 59], as well as in the telecommunications system at Ericsson [22]. In all these areas there is a need to provide additional security features to harden the Erlang workloads, as to maintain security and confidentiality while deployed in commodity cloud solutions. Thereby, it is possible to lower cost and in some cases increase vendor neutrality.\textsuperscript{2} Therefore, it would be beneficial if Erlang could be supported to run inside of secure enclaves, as they offer security guarantees for these cloud use cases.

1.2 Goal

The goal of this thesis is to investigate how the Erlang runtime system can be modified in order to support the execution of Erlang processes, or some sensitive parts of these processes, in Intel SGX enclaves. Additionally, this extends to the investigation of whether C code can be executed securely inside the enclave, initiated from and communicating with an untrusted Erlang runtime (specifically the BEAM virtual machine). This work consists of both theoretical and practical parts, including the creation of several prototypes to showcase their respective feasibility.

To give an idea of how to utilize Erlang with SGX and as to fine-tune the goals of this thesis, we introduce a short case study of lawful interception in 5G. Based on this, two concrete scenarios are proposed which function as examples of how Erlang and SGX can be used together to aid this system. Consequently, it is possible to evaluate any prototypes created: both to test their performance, and to discuss their usefulness in relation to these requirements.

1.2.1 Case Study: Lawful Interception

Lawful Interception for telecommunications is specified in the 3GPP standard [2] and is required by law in many jurisdictions, such as the European Union. The idea being that law enforcement should be able to locate and listen in on certain individuals for the sake of national security or to investigate serious crimes [27]. Naturally, this functionality is considered highly sensitive and could be a target for foreign nations and companies - especially as it can track and monitor anyone in real time [21]. However, since telecommunications companies are deploying more functionality to the cloud these features become increasingly hard to secure. Questions arise, such as what if the public cloud vendor themselves would attack this system, or if other hosts inside the data center could pose a security risk [51]. To protect the application from the host itself is exactly what secure enclave technologies such as Intel SGX aims to achieve. Earlier research has shown different methods of utilizing and optimizing for secure enclaves, but what is lacking is support for executing Erlang workloads in these systems.

\footnote{For instance, in telecommunications there is an additional push for cloud claiming increased vendor neutrality as compared to hardware-based products. As a result of the migration to the cloud, Intel responded with the initiative \textit{Open Mobile Evolved Core} proposing a 4G telecommunication infrastructure secured with Intel SGX: \url{https://www.opennetworking.org/omec/} [51].}
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1.2.2 Use Case I: Call C Functions in SGX

Many Erlang workloads make calls to C code in the background, often via natively implemented functions (NIFs) which is used by many libraries. The inclusion of C code can be due to performance reasons or for instance if a certain cryptographic standard is not available natively in Erlang. One such example is TLS, which is often used within the 5G infrastructure to secure inter-service communication. Therefore, in the first use case, the goal is to create a minimum viable product that could execute the cryptographic functionality (written in C) required by TLS inside of SGX. By this method, it could potentially be possible to replace these sensitive libraries on the back end and thereby protect the unmodified Erlang workloads which depends on them.

Aims

1. C code in SGX enclaves should be callable from Erlang
2. Include TLS inside of the enclave to protect cryptographic keys and functionality
3. Support remote attestation to verify correct execution and maintain confidentiality of the binary

1.2.3 Use Case II: Erlang in SGX

Erlang is an important component of Ericsson’s telecommunication platform which requires additional protection when executed in the cloud. Therefore, in this use case, we aim to add support for BEAM in SGX with the functionality necessary to run legacy Erlang workloads.

Aims

1. Add support to execute Erlang functions in SGX
2. Support remote attestation to verify correct execution in SGX
3. Provision the enclave as to provide integrity and confidentiality of Erlang binaries

1.3 Limitations

To accomplish the task to move Erlang processes into an enclave there exist several constraints imposed by the enclave technology as well as from the Erlang environment itself. One such constraint, is the limited interface that is used to interact with the enclave which results in the lack of native support for performing syscalls inside of SGX. Additionally, the Erlang programming language should still follow the specifications and maintain backwards compatibility. In this thesis the focus will primarily be on the official BEAM runtime. The ideal design would allow an unmodified BEAM instance to run, enabling legacy Erlang code to be ported easily. However, running Erlang code in SGX is seemingly not possible without a method of resolving syscalls inside the enclave as these are requested by BEAM. Thus there
are two alternatives, when BEAM is used, either to include a custom layer to handle specific syscalls or to use a third-party framework which allows for the use of syscalls in generic applications.

For the purpose of this thesis, both changes to the runtime itself and the creation of a custom layer to resolve syscalls will not be done due to time constrains. Instead, we investigate if the major third-party frameworks are ‘good enough’ to support Erlang for the use cases provided and we then discuss a number of ways on how to best go forward from here. Moreover, we limit the scope to Intel SGX as it currently is the most mature enclave platform, although other promising alternatives exist. The work will be done on a Linux machine which will be used to build and modify Erlang. Furthermore, the focus is on the area of telecommunications, although we believe other industries would share the same security concerns and therefore would benefit from a more secure Erlang runtime.

1.3.1 Ethical Considerations

The aim of this project is to secure sensitive telecommunication applications. In this context we see no direct ethical issues. However, secure enclave technology is often used for Digital Rights Management (DRM) which in some industries is surrounded by controversy, it is a double-edged sword and might be used to restrict the users’ freedom [19]. Regardless, for this use case we argue that DRM is beneficial as it protects sensitive intellectual property from other companies and nation states, which could protect this vital communication infrastructure. Additionally, the legal spying (lawful interception) on citizens could be debated, but this is not a technical problem. As long as this is required by law it is beneficial to secure this infrastructure as to ensure that only authorized personnel may use it.
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Background

In this chapter we will first introduce the background of Erlang and then Intel SGX to the reader. Last, we present three methods of utilizing SGX and within these categories a comparison is made between several frameworks according to earlier work in the field. The comparison is done to introduce these frameworks to the reader and to further show the possibilities as well as what trade-offs can be made for general SGX solutions.

2.1 Erlang

Erlang is a functional programming language conceived at Ericsson in the eighties for use in the telecommunications industry [5]. The main focus of Erlang is concurrency which is achieved through lightweight processes and message passing. But Erlang on its own is just a programming language, it is first when paired with an Erlang Run-time System (ERTS), such as the official BEAM compiler and virtual machine (VM), that compiling and running Erlang code becomes possible [60]. Largely thanks to using this Erlang system, an uptime of nine-nines (99.9999999%) could be achieved in Ericsson's famous AXD301 ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) switch [12, p. 10]. Therefore, Erlang’s success can not only be attributed to the language itself, but also to the ERTS (i.e. the BEAM VM and its accompanied compiler) which is part of the so called Open Telecom Platform (OTP). OTP contains BEAM together with a collection of libraries, tools, and design principles developed and maintained by the OTP team at Ericsson [13]. OTP is a crucial piece in the development process of Erlang applications and is together with the Erlang language called Erlang/OTP.

To run Erlang code, the compiler first compiles the code into BEAM bytecode which can then be executed by the BEAM VM\(^1\) [60]. This VM works by creating *reducers*\(^2\) and *dirty reducers* on which the work is distributed to [13, p. 32]. Dirty reducers are special reducers meant for long-running tasks, such as external interfaced code, which otherwise could make the regular reducers malfunction. [13, p. 409].

Erlang is a language highly fit for distributed computing as it allows for workloads to be executed on VMs running on external servers [12, p. 7]. These calls are performed through the same message passing that is used for inter-process communication on the local system with the exception that you need to specify the node name, hostname, and a secret cookie [13, pp. 48-49].

---

\(^1\)This is similar to how Java creates and executes Java virtual machine code.

\(^2\)Usually the same amount as the amount of cores on the system.
2. Background

2.1.1 To Interface with Other Languages

The BEAM VM can easily communicate with other BEAM instances and in Erlang lingo each such instance is called a node. Additionally, there are a number of ways for Erlang (nodes) to interface with other programming languages, mainly C. For instance, performance critical functions can be implemented in C and then called from Erlang. There are a few methods of achieving this: namely by using C Nodes, NIFs, Ports, or Port Drivers.

C Node

C Node is a technology for writing C applications that interface with Erlang like it was a regular Erlang node (i.e. just another BEAM VM instance). An Erlang developer can use the regular message passing functions when communicating with the C application [23]. This interface allows for arbitrary C applications to perform work, pass messages to, and receive messages from Erlang processes. Another benefit is that the C Node can be on a separate machine (just like a regular Erlang node) which can be useful in order to distribute the application. The ei library included in Erlang/OTP gives C developers access to functions for connecting, sending, and receiving data to and from Erlang nodes [12, p. 342].

NIF

Erlang NIF is a method of creating external C functions that can be executed inline by regular Erlang code. Cesaroni and Vinoski describe in their book Erlang Programming, that NIFs execute directly within the Erlang runtime 'on the runtime’s scheduler threads' [13, p. 408]. Therefore, it is important to avoid running programs that take a long time since this will interfere with the scheduler’s operation. Although, dirty schedulers can be configured to mitigate the risks of running slower functions as a NIF [13, p. 409]. NIFs are created by compiling a library with the needed C functions together with Erlang NIF library instructions to allow Erlang to become aware of the exposed functions. Then to use the NIF, the Erlang code must contain matching function definitions as well as to load the NIF using special instructions [24]. In many of Erlang’s libraries, the usage of NIFs is common for tasks that are either computationally intensive or that require external libraries (e.g. cryptography or sorting libraries). In these cases, NIFs are often preferred to e.g. C Nodes as they have less overhead. However, if the NIF code would misbehave the whole BEAM instance can crash or become unstable.

Port

Another approach for interfacing is to use Ports which enables Erlang to communicate "with the external world", as described in the Erlang manual [26]. In order to communicate with a Port the developer needs to configure the Port and prepare the data for encoding. Communication with an external program can then be performed by sending and receiving bytes on the Port. Thereby, Erlang can communicate with external programs, written in any language, as long as it encodes the data correctly [12, p. 349].
Port Driver

Port Drivers (sometimes called linked-in drivers) work like Ports but if they crash they will also crash the Erlang VM. The reason for this is that the Driver is linked into the Erlang VM which removes certain protections, however it also means that there are no context switches [25]. This is sometimes useful since it allows for fast interaction between the Driver and the ERTS, which is why it is used when performance is of the essence [12, p. 352].

2.2 Trusted Computing with Intel SGX

To protect execution of sensitive functions and storage of data (often encryption keys) is not a new idea, on the contrary, hardware-assisted trusted computing designs have been available for years. These designs can provide a number of benefits, such as memory isolation, storage and memory integrity and confidentiality, as well as attestation to prove that software was indeed executed securely inside the hardware module. Thereby, it is for instance possible to provide data-in-use protections. This category of trusted computing can be divided into two parts: Trusted Platform Module (TPM) which is physically separated from the CPU, and Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) which is embedded in the CPU itself [17]. Naturally these topics are very broad, and there exist a number of TPM and TEE architectures which vary greatly in how protections are achieved [14]. Compared to TPM, TEE has two important advantages [56, 14]. First, since the functionality is embedded inside the CPU there is no possibility for bus sniffing and cold boot attacks. Second, the TEE can act as an isolated execution environment for any sensitive code and data - whereas TPMS usually only provide a standardized set of included functions. The wide difference between different TEE architectures becomes evident when comparing the three major solutions: namely Intel SGX, AMD SEV, and ARM TrustZone. While Intel SGX aims to only store some specific functions and their data in the enclave, AMD SEV’s goal is to run a whole virtual machine therein [3] and ARM TrustZone has an even more granular view with only two compartments, trusted and untrusted. ARM TrustZone is also claimed to be especially fit to protect intellectual property [14].

A reason for the increased popularity of TEE solutions is due to the proliferation of cloud use cases and the public cloud, here these solutions could be used to separate user workloads and sensitive data. Formally, TEE is being introduced to cloud environments to solve this issue of secure remote computation with the use of remote attestation. Historically, Intel has had a majority of the server market share which has prompted cloud vendors such as Microsoft to adopt Intel SGX for their cloud solution Azure, where it is referred to as confidential computing [47]. It is due to their prevalence as well as their numerous features that Intel SGX is used in this thesis, and it is on SGX the focus lies going forward. Additionally, Intel SGX can provide stronger security protections than AMD SEV especially for interacting with security-sensitive data [48].
2. Background

2.2.1 Technical Overview

Intel SGX enclaves is in many ways similar to a regular process. Basically, each enclave exists as an encrypted memory region in RAM where data such as program code, heap, and thread states is stored - ready to be used by threads on the CPU. Unlike regular processes, a thread may only enter the enclave with a context switch, initiated by the `eenter CPU` instruction, whereby the CPU decrypts the enclave memory allowing for subsequent execution. Additionally, enclaves are restricted in many ways to improve security: some CPU instructions are forbidden, syscalls cannot be performed natively, and communication is done via a limited interface or by shared memory. Although initially restricted, with SGX2, support was added for dynamically adding memory and threads to the running enclave\(^4\) [40, 41]. Since enclaves are executed on the same CPU as regular applications (and since encryption is performed natively in hardware) it can in some cases reach the same performance [51]. However, the creation of new enclaves, I/O, and context switches can be extremely costly and should be avoided or planned for.

To verify the integrity of functions executed in the enclave, Intel SGX relies on Remote Attestation (RA) where the function’s hash can be signed and verified, both before and during execution [41]. With RA, the remote party can be confident that they are communicating with a certain function (hash) running in the secure enclave. To ensure confidentiality for these functions, SGX uses an encrypted and restricted\(^5\) part of RAM. First when created the enclave cannot hold any secrets, it is only after a successful RA that the enclave could share a public key which then can used by a remote host to push secrets to the enclave [9]. Moreover, communication from outside the enclave comes via special CPU instructions (ring 3), reducing the attack surface. Intel also provides an interface (written in C), which by calls can be made both to the enclave (ECALL) and to the outside world (OCALL) [14]. Another security feature present in SGX is that, while an enclave is executing, if a trap call would be made the enclave will first erase the CPU registers before a context switch [17].\(^6\)

Even though the kernel has little control over functions which run in the enclave, it still has some responsibilities. One such task is to handle the enclave memory in RAM which is done with special CPU instructions (ring 0). It is thereby possible for the kernel to allocate memory as well as to move the encrypted enclave memory to untrusted space while it is not actively running. It is by this mechanism that the system can perform paging: this includes swapping out the process if memory would run out [61].

2.2.2 Technological Limitations

Intel SGX can provide confidentiality and integrity for a running process in the enclave, but there exist a number of limitations and possible issues with this new technology.

A potential issue with SGX, is the overhead imposed on the protected process; First, there is a set up time to prepare the enclave before first use, this can be quite

\(^4\)This is enabled by Intel EDMM

\(^5\)This memory is only accessible with special CPU instructions and otherwise not addressable.

\(^6\)Security features like these also explain why context switches can be relatively slow.
slow as it is usually not only required to create the enclave but also to perform RA to verify it and then push confidential code or data.\textsuperscript{7} Second, when using the enclave, OCALLs and ECALLs can be very expensive as they usually result in a context switch.\textsuperscript{8} Therefore, the recommendation from Intel is to avoid context switches to improve performance. This can be done either by the use of shared memory\textsuperscript{9} or by utilizing dedicated worker threads to perform so called Switchless Calls. Switchless Calls have dedicated threads on both the untrusted and the enclave side waiting and ready to receive OCALLs and ECALLs respectively. These calls are stored in shared buffers and asynchronously processed by these worker threads [62]. Thus, the enclave can operate without context switches, although it raises the possibility of idle threads [41]. Switchless was introduced in Intel SDK 2.2 (July 2018) [39, 40].

It is important to note that Intel do not consider side-channel attacks to be in their threat model for SGX which raises the question of possible attacks [42]. Additionally, Intel SGX is vulnerable to attacks that exploits the microarchitecture such as Spectre and Meltdown, although this can be patched and mitigated to some degree (either in software or by microcode updates). While the Spectre exploit only affected the confidentiality and not the integrity of the enclave [66], there exist exploits such as Foreshadow which were able to break both confidentiality (in their case extracted from L1 cache) and integrity [11]. As Intel SGX is almost completely implemented in microcode, exploits can mostly be mitigated with updates from Intel [17, p. 28].\textsuperscript{10} Although this varies depending on the type of attack, as mitigation is limited due to the fact that the underlying microarchitecture is implemented in hardware and therefore unmodifiable. Additionally, the framework used - such the Intel SDK - can also be modified to provide some mitigation as well [14, 61, 66].

A downside with Intel SGX is the increased developer overhead. Since only a sensitive subset of a program is meant to be run inside the SGX enclave, there is a need to rethink and separate the application accordingly. It is therefore not obvious how to quickly make legacy code work while only utilizing the Intel SDK, especially as it is not possible to make syscalls from within it [9]. Compare this to AMD SEV and ARM TrustZone, they act by separating whole applications and not only specific functions, which makes it easier to port applications to run in their enclaves [14]. Intel SGX on the other hand has on paper a smaller attack surface and footprint, but a larger developer overhead. The overhead comes from the fact that code modifications are required to move sensitive functions from the application into the enclave, for instance due to the lack of native syscall support. However, there exist several unofficial frameworks that can provide the possibility of

\textsuperscript{7}Felsen et al writes in their paper \textit{Secure and Private Function Evaluation with Intel SGX} [28], that this overhead is around two seconds in their case. They continue to add that although this is very slow, the enclave could thereafter be used multiple times and as a result it would not be a critical issue for most applications.

\textsuperscript{8}Each context switch has been shown to take between 8k and 14k CPU cycles [65, 50].

\textsuperscript{9}The enclave can address untrusted memory which can be used for different methods of communication.

\textsuperscript{10}Such as with the patches:
performing syscalls, enabling seamless porting of whole applications - at some cost of performance and security as described in the following section. Moreover, since there is a big difference between different TEE solutions it is not obvious how to migrate between vendors. Although cross-platform frameworks such as OpenEnclave exist, TEE solutions were created for vastly different use cases and threat models that can result in platform specific benefits being lost when using such cross-platform solutions.

Once a process has been enclaved there are still possible improvements to make, even if there are no conventional security flaws (e.g. buffer overflows) in the process. For instance, it is possible to mitigate some side-channel attacks not fully protected by Intel SGX, namely the observation of memory access patterns or branches made in the enclave. However, in practice it is cumbersome for the developer to prevent these attacks, as this is done by avoiding branches in critical code sections [45] and by maintaining the same memory access pattern regardless of the action taken [28]. It is therefore important to note that a process which has its vital functions placed in the Intel SGX enclave cannot be assumed to be impenetrable, both conventional direct attacks (e.g. buffer overflows) and more advanced side-channel attacks should be mitigated in the enclave code. It is also due to these security risks it is recommended to minimize the size of the payload executing in the enclave - the so called Trusted Code Base (TCB).

2.2.3 Attestation and Provisioning

A vital part of Intel SGX is atestation which includes local and remote methods. Basically, attestation is a method where either an enclave on the same machine or an external machine can validate that the enclave is running, as well as validating certain parameters or performing key-exchange [52]. This can later be used for provisioning, which in simple terms means providing secrets or data to the enclave. Provisioning is essential in order to enable confidentiality, as the enclave cannot initially hold any secrets. In the following paragraphs, a more in-depth explanation is presented of how the Intel attestation and provisioning methods function.

Local attestation is supported on Intel SGX supported systems, it provides special CPU instructions that can be executed in order to generate information about the state of the enclave. This information is called a measurement and is described as 'an accurate and protected recording of [the enclave] identity' in the Intel SGX Developer Guide [15]. These measurements can then be generated and shared with other enclaves in order to set up secure channels between them. Local attestation is used when separate applications (sharing one machine, i.e. intra-platform) need to cooperate on a task or share secrets between them.

When an enclave is requested by a service provider to attest remotely (with RA), it first performs local attestation with a quoting enclave. This quoting enclave is created and signed by Intel and its purpose is to create quotes for the enclaves on a system. When receiving a measurement, the quoting enclave validates the measurement and generates a quote, which basically is a signed measurement. Thereafter, the quote is sent to the application where it is then forwarded to the service

11Exemplified by Signal: https://signal.org/blog/private-contact-discovery/
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provider for verification through one of the two verification techniques. The first type of verification relies on Intel for verification, this is called Enhanced Privacy ID (EPID) verification [15]. The EPID service is not free, and it also requires the enclave to have internet access during the RA process which might be an issue for some setups [37, 38, 34]. The second type of verification, on the other hand, requires a custom verification infrastructure which utilizes software from Intel called Data Center Attestation Primitives (DCAP) [16]. A benefit with DCAP, is that it does not require constant internet access for the enclave machine. After verifying the enclave with one of these methods, the service provider can be certain that the enclaved process is running properly on an Intel SGX system.

By sharing cryptographic keys with RA, it is possible to provision the enclave. Provisioning is the process of providing an enclave with the secrets it needs to be able to function, one such secret could be cryptographic keys for decrypting an encrypted binary. Thereby, the enclave can by using provisioning execute confidential binaries or in other ways send or receive secrets.

2.2.4 Earlier Work: Methods of Utilizing Intel SGX

In this section, earlier work in the field is surveyed as to show what methods exist to port applications to SGX. Additionally, this also aims to show what possibilities and limitations there are with Intel SGX.

It is possible to divide methods of utilizing Intel SGX into three categories based on how syscalls are handled. First (I), as envisioned with Intel SDK one can implement a single function or a smaller program in an enclave. Syscalls are completely avoided and a very slim TCB can be maintained at the cost of usability. The defining factor for this method is the total lack of syscalls which can be quite limiting and it makes porting especially difficult. As a result, two additional methods (II, III) were created to enable the use of syscalls inside of the SGX enclave. The second method (II) uses a shim layer to handle syscalls. This layer forwards these calls to the outside world resulting in more external requests, which can be slow depending on how many context switches are required. Additionally, this method requires a wider interface to be exposed to the outside world as well as more computation performed by the untrusted OS, this contributes to a larger attack surface. Lastly (III), with the use of a so called Library OS inside of the enclave, syscalls can be caught and resolved locally, this results in much less interaction with the untrusted process on the other side - but resulting in a substantially larger TCB. However, as many syscalls require a response or action from the outside world, some communication must necessarily take place. Still, the benefit with this method (III) is that these requests are fewer and less computation is performed in the untrusted area. Since both solutions (II, III) expose a larger interface and require additional communication with the outside world, especially for performing syscalls, they should provide some type of shielding support inside of the enclave to validate these untrusted requests [63, p. 647] [43, 63].

Both methods (II) and (III) enables the developer to more easily put their current application into an enclave, however, it is important to reiterate that any code put into an enclave does not necessarily make it secure. It must by itself be hardened, a design pattern which is enforced by the stringent Intel SDK but not as much with
these frameworks [43]. Additionally, these larger third-party frameworks do not always support the official SGX RA [61], some have no support at all while others provide their own custom solution for this crucial task [54].

In this section a lot of comparison will be made between different methods' required Lines of Code (LoC). This metric is mentioned in multiple papers cited in the following sections and is used to approximate the risk of bugs in the system which may result in security vulnerabilities as well as to indicate the difficulty of performing a code review to find such issues. Although rather limited, the metric can still provide a rough estimate of the risk, as shown below some frameworks in the second method (II) add 100k LoC while some frameworks in the third (III) add 1M LoC - a significant difference of one order of magnitude.  

### 2.2.4.1 Method I: Partitioning

The idea from Intel is to move small sensitive functions out of the codebase and re-implement them to be run in enclaves. In this manner, a large project can be partitioned into trusted and untrusted areas [36]. Thereby, a small enclave with a limited interface to the outside can be maintained, minimizing the attack surface of the vital functionality placed therein. However, the enclaved application is therefore limited as it is supposed to be as small as possible while reducing expensive calls to the outside (OCalls). No syscalls can be made from within the enclave which restricts the trusted application further and as a result the Intel SDK only supports C and C++ code. The lack of official language support is a limiting factor and a reason why unofficial frameworks have been developed (according to methods II and III, described in the two following subsections) [43]. However, when additional features are not necessary it may be prudent to utilize only the official SDK, or care must be taken otherwise. The official SDK has support for remote attestation, it receives patches for attacks such as Spectre and Meltdown, it limits the use of unsafe C functions, and it utilizes hardware instructions (AES-NI, RDRAND) to a large extent - the same cannot be said for all frameworks or SDKs [61].

There exist a number of projects that build upon this idea of using Intel SDK without syscalls while maintaining a small TCB. Below we summarize three papers which aid such implementations.

Brenner et al - in *A Practical Intel SGX Setting for Linux Containers in the Cloud* [9] - created an implementation to allow Java functions to call trusted C/C++ code (Intel SDK) in the enclave via a Java Native Interface. They argue that even though a complete Java Virtual Machine could be implemented in the enclave this would not be advisable as the larger TCB would increase the attack surface and cause additional performance overhead. They noted that there is a constant overhead of entering and exiting the enclave (i.e. context switch), resulting in a 83% overhead for small functions (0-512 bytes) and 23% for large payloads (512B-256KB).

It is also possible to allow support for new programming languages while adhering to this method (I), as seen in Rust-SGX. Rust-SGX was introduced in the paper *Towards Memory Safe Enclave Programming with Rust-SGX* [64]. With it, Rust

---

12However, when compiled, the program does not necessarily need to include all available libraries which could result in vastly different binary sizes, making this distinction less clear.
code can be run in the enclave by the use of a layer between Rust and the Intel SDK. This layer maps these worlds together allowing for a trusted area running Rust code, without any syscalls. However, this framework adds almost 40K LoC inside the enclave due to the fact that the SGX port of the Rust standard library takes 35K LoC. Additionally, it is not possible to use the full language functionality as long as no syscalls are allowed.

Another framework which could be placed in this category is EActors\textsuperscript{13} by Sartakov et al [50]. EActors is a framework which use Intel SGX to enable an "actor-inspired programming model". These actors can be located in a shared enclave, in separate enclaves as well as in the untrusted OS. The main feature of the framework is to allow for quick communication between these actors with message passing. Message passing is implemented with special memory-mapped files as to only require infrequent syscalls, and therefore improved performance. Communication between actors can be encrypted, in these cases the key-exchange is performed with local attestation supported by Intel SDK. EActors requires an additional 3.3K LoC in the enclave. All three projects listed above also require the Intel SDK which adds a few thousands LoC to the enclave [8].

2.2.4.2 Method II: Shim Layer

To support larger codebases without major rewriting, a potential solution is to use a shim layer to transparently forward calls to the outside world. It is then possible to make syscalls from within the enclave, these calls are then translated by the shim layer unbeknownst to the trusted application itself. This solution adds some size to the TCB (usually from a few thousands up to roughly 100K LoC [58, 7]) but primarily the overhead originates from the many external calls made. As mentioned earlier, ocalls are expensive and by this method (II) each syscall present in the code is simply forwarded to the outside. However, this overhead is decreasing as Intel SGX matures, with protected shared memory or with Switchless Calls which was introduced in SGX2. Regardless, a possible issue here is that any syscall made will be executed in the untrusted OS and therefore vulnerable to attack [7], this also exposes a larger external interface. To mitigate parts of these security issues a shielding layer should be included, although this will add to the TCB.

Two examples of frameworks which work by a shim layered approach are SCONE, for secure containers, and Panoply, for regular Linux applications. Although these papers are a bit dated (2016 and 2017), they serve as an example of the trade offs possible in a shim layered approach. SCONE is commercial and partly proprietary, where a full deployment requires yearly subscription [53, 55]. Panoply is open source (Apache License 2.0), however it is no longer maintained [57]. A third project possibly in this category, is the commercial framework Fortanix which is not compared here due to lack of information, additionally the publicly available material only supports Rust [29, 30].

SCONE provides a full C library (musl) in the enclave which is the system call interface the application in the enclave interacts with. By including a C library in the enclave, it enables SCONE to better protect the application against adversarial

\textsuperscript{13}https://github.com/ibr-ds/EActors
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calls from the OS. Additionally, SCONE offers shields which encrypts files, console output, and network communication. The network shield requires the inclusion of a TLS library inside the enclave which adds significantly to the TCB, this is done to facilitate a trusted TLS endpoint which enables a secure tunnel between clients and the secure container. The SCONE shim layer’s *asynchronous system call interface* provides a request queue and a response queue for system calls, performed by the SCONE provided kernel module. SCONE improves the performance as compared to a fully shim layered design by providing a pool of enclave and non-enclave threads which may consume the events on these queues, resulting in fewer enclave transitions. A downside with SCONE is the increased TCB due to the inclusion of the *musl* C library (11K LoC) and the shielding layer (99K LoC including the TLS library). Moreover, some system calls are not supported in SCONE such as *fork*, *exec*, and *clone*. Since the initial SCONE paper [7], Intel SDK has included features similar to the main ones as provided by SCONE, except for the shim layer itself. Specifically, the Switchless feature which uses a task pool and dedicated worker threads, they also provide the option to build the SDK with the official Intel SSL crypto library, and the *Protected File System* is provided to ensure confidentiality and integrity protection of files [40].

The framework Panoply is overall similar to SCONE, but there are a number of differences, partly as different use cases are in mind; Panoply is not aimed at containers but rather conventional Linux applications [58, 7]. Panoply has a smaller TCB at only 20K LoC as it does not include any larger library such as libc or a TLS library inside of the enclave. Instead, calls made to Panoply’s POSIX API are forwarded to a libc implementation in the untrusted system. Similarly to how SCONE has a dynamic thread pool, Panoply can dynamically scale the number of threads assigned to an enclave by their use of “virtual threads”. A separate scheduler process keeps track of the requested threads, and it spawns more enclaves as needed increasing the total number of threads in use for the application (no longer necessary in SGX2). Unlike SCONE, Panoply allows for multi-process applications where the application is split over multiple enclaves to allow for greater segmentation, however these enclaves do not share address space which makes porting harder if this feature is to be used. With this in mind Panoply also supports the syscalls *fork*, *exec*, and *clone*. When an enclave is forked, it is the OS that creates the empty child enclave. Since the OS cannot read the enclave memory it is Panoply which provides methods to encrypt and copy the parent memory to the child, this process is thereby significantly slower than if performed natively in the untrusted OS. Similar to SCONE, communication between enclaves is secured with authentication, freshness checks, and reliable delivery - to protect from attacks by the OS. Additional protections such as SCONE’s file, network, and console shield is not present in Panoply, although this provides the benefit of a smaller TCB.

2.2.4.3 Method III: Library OS

It is possible, instead of forwarding calls, to mostly resolve the syscalls internally by moving the required libraries into the enclave itself with a *Library OS* (III). As with the shim layer approach (II) the application can (ideally) be put into the enclave without modification, but in this case fewer external calls are required and the
external interface can be made smaller. Thereby, it is possible to lower latency as well as to reduce the reliance upon the untrusted OS at the cost of drastically increasing the size of the TCB, as seen with the frameworks Graphene and Haven [8, 63, 43]. The argument against these types of solutions is that by increasing the TCB by ten or a hundred times (measured in LoC) it increases the risk of exploitable bugs which could be used to nullify the security of the enclave. However, it has been claimed that it would be possible to create a Library OS similar in size to the larger shim layer solutions such as Scone (100K LoC), although this is yet to be seen [63]. Additionally, since these frameworks usually require much more code it could be the case that this method is harder to implement in practice.

Below we compare two highly cited papers and their proposed frameworks which utilize a Library OS inside of the enclave: Haven and Graphene-SGX. Haven was a research paper from Microsoft and little information has been released since. Graphene on the other hand is both active and open source (LGPL 3) [31].

Both Haven and Graphene-SGX work by two layers. First, a Library OS exposes an interface to the enclaved application, such as a POSIX API (in Graphene-SGX) or a Windows 8 API (in Haven), whereby the user application inside of the enclave can remain unmodified. Thereafter, the library OS can resolve calls internally or if necessary make requests down towards the underlying OS. Since the OS cannot be trusted, a shielding layer is provided in between which exposes an internal application binary interface (ABI) to the Library OS layer as well as an untrusted interface to the OS. The shielding layer tries to protect the enclave by validating the calls in either direction, this can be done by ensuring that the calls adhere to the standard, additionally some calls can be further verified. In Graphene-SGX the shielding layer also provides additional support for file protection, encrypted communication between enclaves, and system calls such as execve and fork [8, 63]. Furthermore, manifest files are used to configure which processes may fork and which files can be loaded into the enclave. These manifests are then protected through signatures and checksums in order to prevent injections of unauthorized code [18]. Similarly, in Haven, support is provided for file protection as well as threading features, including a scheduler to protect from host attacks. Both frameworks are quite large in the millions of LoC. The library OS in Haven stands at multiple million lines of code (a whopping 209MB), and its shield module at 23K LoC. Graphene-SGX is not as large, and by itself the Library OS takes only 34K LoC however it requires an additional 1.3M LoC with the inclusion of glibc, their shielding layer takes 22K LoC. Since there exist much smaller libc implementations than glibc it has been claimed that the number of LoC in Graphene-SGX could be reduced by an order of magnitude [8, 63]. However, this has not yet been implemented as these smaller C libraries has more limited functionality.

After the release of the initial paper, Graphene-SGX has added support for multiple new features such as Switchless Calls [44], EPID and DCAP attestation [20] as well as support for a new applications, among them Redis and Tensorflow [49].
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3.1 Technical Input from Ericsson

After an initial research period, a meeting was held at Ericsson (2020-02-27) as to determine the best way to go forward with the implementation. Both Erlang and security experts at Ericsson provided a basic requirements analysis and their technological options on how this could be achieved, a summary of the meeting follows.

Overview

SGX can provide a number of benefits, mainly integrity protect sensitive functions and confidentiality for intellectual property. A specific use case is the protection of vital TLS endpoints within the telecommunication’s infrastructure. For this use case it would be beneficial if an Erlang workload could call secured C code inside of SGX which would host the TLS endpoint. Additionally, to call secured C code would be an easier task than protecting the whole Erlang runtime and therefore a good starting point.

Porting BEAM manually to SGX should probably not be pursued in this thesis due the immense number of syscalls and IO activity performed by BEAM. Instead, the frameworks Graphene, scone, and possibly Fortanix, were suggested as these were known to the exports. Graphene was said to be the most interesting candidate due to its open licensing even though it was claimed to be buggy.

Erlang in SGX

In theory, the Erlang runtime could be shrunk down to around 10MB if libraries are excluded as the VM itself is pretty small. Therefore, size should not directly pose any problems.

A possible issue with porting Erlang is the hefty amount of filesystem operations and syscalls performed by BEAM. The initial IO can be reduced by limiting the dynamic code loading by BEAM which is possible by statically loading modules. Eventually, almost all IO could be eliminated by utilizing heavy preloading in BEAM. In practice, the idea would be to initialize a minimal enclave and only later during provisioning push an encrypted BEAM binary with all the required functions preloaded. Thereby, it could be possible to achieve both integrity and confidentiality of the whole Erlang runtime, including sensitive Erlang workloads. Additionally, the enclave could make use of encrypted shared memory for some IO, to communicate
with the outside avoiding context switches. Syscalls on the other hand are harder to limit overall, and need to be investigated individually whether they can be ignored or replaced. The only general solution to limiting syscalls would be to replace BEAM completely with another Erlang runtime. Some alternative runtimes have been in development but none fits the requirements for Ericsson or are as well maintained as BEAM.

**Interfacing with Erlang in SGX**

There are a number of ways to interact with the C code that could run inside of an enclave. NIFs are superior to Ports, and C Nodes are also preferred if the SGX implementation would be unstable since that would not crash BEAM and the SGX process could be restarted.

One idea was whether it would be possible to separate a single BEAM scheduler such that a single Erlang process would run inside of the enclave while the complete BEAM would run in the untrusted area. This was deemed to be very difficult based on the inner workings of BEAM, additionally this could have unforeseen security consequences. Another rejected idea was to put the enclaved BEAM inside of the untrusted BEAM, something which was not well received by the Erlang experts who stated that it was unadvised and had never been done before. A third rejected idea was to send whole functions between BEAMS. In reality, it is possible to tell another BEAM instance to make a certain function call but this function must be available and prepared beforehand to be able to run it.

### 3.2 Design Choices

There are multiple ways to achieve the goals laid out for the two use cases presented earlier in section 1.2. In this section, different approaches will be presented of how to call trusted C code as well as to partially or fully run Erlang/OTP in an enclave. Finally, last in this section the four design chosen to be implemented are summarized. Some of the methods involve running C code inside of an enclave while the actual Erlang/OTP application is outside of the enclave, while others wrap the whole (BEAM) runtime in order to run a limited subset of Erlang/OTP applications inside an enclave.
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Rewriting BEAM

Figure 3.1: Suggested design, later abandoned due to time restraint: separated Erlang process from BEAM (*untrusted code is shown in red and enclaved code in green*).

An approach that was abandoned early was to rewrite or extend how BEAM works in order to allow for Erlang processes to run inside an enclave without dependency on additional third-party libraries. Initially we had a few design ideas how to achieve this and we believed this to be an efficient solution. While this approach is not completely implausible, it would require a very in-depth knowledge of BEAM and the Erlang/OTP experts consulted advised against it for a project of this length.

The approach could be similar to method (i) as described in 2.2.4, however as the current runtime requires many system calls this would not be possible with BEAM. In theory it could be possible to create a (i) solution if Erlang could be compiled to C (or another representation) and then run directly in the enclave, however this would be hard to maintain and all benefits with the powerful BEAM VM would be lost.

Additionally, another design involved restricting the runtime and placing this bare minimum execution environment in the enclave which would belong to an untrusted BEAM as shown in 3.1. This design would basically place a minimal trusted BEAM inside of another untrusted BEAM, something which is not usually done with and could show to be a near impossible feat. Additionally, the runtime is by default quite large and it is not obvious how to move certain parts out of BEAM to a smaller barebones VM, and how this in-turn would be dependent on functionality in the external BEAM instance. Separating vital functionality to the untrusted area can also break security promises. For instance, the scheduler could be run in the untrusted area to lower the TCB size it is assumably not very secure and it would leak a lot of data about the trusted execution.

Lastly, by rewriting BEAM it could also be possible to integrate the whole runtime into the enclave similar to what is shown below in figure 3.2 where a third-party framework is used. However, in this case the same problem would be solved by a custom layer specifically for Erlang which would take care of the syscalls used by BEAM. The custom framework would only expose the syscalls used by Erlang and could include other optimizations as well, either by using a shim layer or a library.
OS like approach. We deemed this solution to be the most promising and it is later discussed in section 4.3.

Neither of these custom solutions, which require changing the BEAM runtime itself, were deemed reasonable to implement during this project due to time constraints.

Wrapping BEAM

![Figure 3.2: Chosen solution: possible to implement with third-party frameworks](image)

Creating a wrapper around BEAM inside of SGX, which could capture and handle the necessary syscalls seems like a possible option. To accomplish this task the frameworks Scone and Graphene will be investigated. These two frameworks were chosen because they utilize different methods of wrapping (shim layer method II and LibOS method III respectively), and they are still active projects unlike Panoply and Haven. The implementation would look something like figure 3.2 where the API parts are covered by the wrapper inside the enclave. Additionally, some functionality might need to be added in the untrusted area to facilitate communication between Erlang nodes (i.e. between BEAM instances).

Partitioning Safety Critical Parts In C

![Figure 3.3: Suggested design, later abandoned (in favor of better alternatives): run C code from Erlang with Port or Port Driver](image)

A solution which belongs to method I is possible to achieve by calling secure C code from an untrusted BEAM instance. This is enabled by the functionality in Erlang to communicate with C functions, and as described in section 2.1.1 there are several ways to do this: namely with a NIF, C Node, Port, or a Port Driver.
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After the discussion with the Erlang/otp experts at Ericsson (mentioned earlier in section 3.1), designs for implementations using Port and Port Driver (shown in figure 3.3) were scrapped since these were considered to have no benefit over implementations utilizing NIF and C Nodes. The decision was therefore made to continue with C Node and NIF designs.

Figure 3.4: Chosen solution: run c code from Erlang with a C Node

Figure 3.5: Chosen solution: run c code from Erlang with a NIF

A design of a C Node that have safety critical parts inside of an enclave will be created, as shown in figure 3.4. Similarly, a NIF design will be developed as can be seen in figure 3.5. As described in 2.1.1, the C Node is external to the untrusted BEAM instance and can be communicated with using Erlang message passing functions. The NIF on the other hand belongs to the untrusted instance and is executed as a regular function call, similarly to how many libraries are called from Erlang.

3.2.1 The Four Designs Chosen

Four general designs were chosen and are summarized below.

The first two designs adhere to method (i), i.e. they utilize partitioned applications in SGX which do not perform any syscalls from within the enclave. These designs execute secure C code directly in Intel SGX, via C Nodes or NIFs. The idea here is to implement all sensitive functionality in C which would then be called from the untrusted Erlang runtime. Thereby, the sensitive C workloads themselves would
be very well protected, whereas the Erlang runtime would not be. As mentioned in
the first use case, the NIF design could be useful when wanting to perform secure
cryptographical operations, many of which are already implemented in C and called
via a NIF in Erlang.

The final two designs use two different frameworks, the shim layer SCONC and
the LibOS Graphene. Basically, they utilize different methods of resolving syscalls
inside of the enclave which then could enable the support of BEAM with arbitrary
Erlang payloads therein (according to the second use case). In this solution, the
hope is that BEAM would not need to be modified, although it could be to gain some
performance or security advantages: for example by lessening the number of syscalls
and the amount of IO activity.
The implementation of the four designs began with the deemed easier method I which consists of a C Node and a NIF. Once a simple prototype function was completed for both C code designs, the frameworks for method II and III were tested. Finally, the first method’s NIF design was extended with OpenSSL support to test the first use case. All implementation details and measurements can be found in the source code\(^1\) for this thesis which is available under a permissive BSD license.

### 4.1 Method I: Partitioning

For method I an SGX sample\(^2\) from Intel was utilized in order to reduce the implementation time. The sample had a basic enclave and application part which we rewrote from C++ to C and subsequently cleaned up to remove any parts not needed to simplify Erlang interfacing with it. For the C Node and NIF implementation, two basic functions were added to the enclave code to test the implementation: `increment` and `return`. These two functions enabled the simple functionality of incrementing and returning a secret integer inside of the enclave. Additionally, limited RSA functionality was later added to the NIF with the inclusion of OpenSSL in SGX. The application code exposes bindings to the SGX-protected functions through ECalls and the enclave code can return the result to the application with OCalls.

Although the idea was to support RA, this was not completed in the prototype provided. The implementation was started but had to be abandoned in favor of the OpenSSL, scone, and Graphene implementations. Additionally, RA for native C code running in SGX has been done before and the supervisor at Ericsson suggested more time should be spent on Erlang specific areas.

#### 4.1.1 Basic C Node

To get a C Node version working, the cleaned sample code from Intel was modified, adding parts that allowed an external Erlang application to call into it by executing code as in listing 4.1. The C code within the C Node then receives the call from the Erlang application in which it then invokes the ECALL to pass the desired operation into the enclave. The enclave processes this request and then return the result to the C Node through an OCALL which is then relayed to the calling Erlang node.

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/Erlang-Enclave-Thesis/sgx-erlang-extension

\(^2\)https://github.com/intel/linux-sgx/tree/master/SampleCode/SampleEnclave
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4.1 Basic NIF

Unlike C Nodes, NIFs are integrated directly into the VM and therefore execute on the schedulers threads, this means that the built binaries for the application have to be linkable. Changes to the code were made, for instance moving the main function content from the C Node approach into initialization functions needed for proper communication with the NIF. This resulted in a working NIF that could be loaded and called from BEAM, similar to how regular Erlang functions can be called.

4.1.3 OpenSSL NIF

The NIF prototype was later extended with cryptographic functionality, this was chosen in favor of a C Node approach as Erlang generally makes cryptographic calls by this method. To support the use case to protect TLS sessions with SGX, the official Intel SGX SSL was chosen which brings the popular OpenSSL library into SGX.

As to allow for comparison between regular and SGX-enabled OpenSSL (version 1.1.1d), both projects are supported in our Makefile which performs the necessary linking. For a simple prototype we added support for four RSA functions via Erlang NIFs: generate key pair, get public key, sign data, and encrypt data. These functions perform calls to the C back end which communicate with the standardized OpenSSL API, either in untrusted space or inside of SGX. The RSA functionality created was based on the examples in Intel SGX SSL with the following settings; An RSA key length of 4096 bits is used, encryption is performed with RSA_PKCS1_PADDING and the signature uses NID_sha message digest algorithm. This minimum viable product shows basic RSA functionality which demonstrates how cryptographic functionality can be offloaded from Erlang onto an enclave. RSA was chosen as it is a common algorithm which can be used in TLS. To support a full TLS endpoint should be possible as the full OpenSSL library is available within the enclave, but could not be finished due to time constraints.

4.2 Method II and III: Resolving Syscalls

Before starting exploring method II and III it was necessary to measure the syscalls performed by BEAM as these need to be handled by a potential framework. Thereafter, we investigated the most prominent frameworks as earlier described in sec-

---

Listing 4.1: Erlang C Node calling code

```erlang
call_cnode(Msg) ->
    {any, 'nodename@cnodehostname'} ! {call, self(), Msg},
    receive
        {cnode, Result} ->
            Result
    end.
```

---

3[https://github.com/intel/intel-sgx-ssl](https://github.com/intel/intel-sgx-ssl)
Graphene was our main focus as it was the only fully open source framework out of these, additionally we also investigated SCONE and Fortanix. However, Fortanix was quickly abandoned as they did only provide an image for Azure.

4.2.1 Syscalls Used by BEAM

The syscalls performed by BEAM were measured to get an idea of what the overhead could be for running Erlang in SGX as well as to determine which syscalls need to be supported inside of the enclave. The measurements were made with *strace* to determine which and how many syscalls are performed by BEAM for simple workloads, including all calls made by any children the process creates. The same measurements were also made with a functionally equivalent Java workload (for JVM) as a reference point since that is a VM runtime which has received some attention in earlier work as well as a runtime which is supported in SGX with SCONE.

Table 4.1: Syscalls performed by BEAM and JVM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Unique syscalls</th>
<th>Total amount of syscalls (average)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Erlang/OTP 23</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hello World</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hello World (threaded)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Java JVM 11.0.7</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hello World</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2.4k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hello World (threaded)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3.3k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The workloads tested consist of two simple 'hello world' programs, the first only performs a simple print while the second launches five additional threads which all print a message. The compilation of the programs is not included in these measurements. As seen in table 4.1, Erlang performs vastly more syscalls for the basic 'hello world' program, around 40% more types of syscalls and 940% more calls in total. It is worth noting that while the calls made by the JVM were quite stable, the total number of calls for BEAM peaked at 40k the first execution to vary between 15-25k for subsequent calls. For four executions the amount of syscalls made by BEAM averaged around 25k, but this is only an estimation as the numbers varied greatly between executions.

The Java runtime differs in many ways from BEAM. As shown in the table, when we introduce multi-threading to the 'hello world' program, the JVM performs 37.5% more syscalls while BEAM does not make any more calls than before. The reason for this is because BEAM by default creates multiple schedulers regardless of the program executed while Java is assumably more conservative. It is important to note that far from every call is vital for BEAM to function, as a majority of calls performed is done by the scheduler, e.g. probing CPUs (with *sched_yield*) and sleeping workloads for microsecond amounts (with *timerfd*).

4.2.2 Graphene

For Graphene, most syscalls performed by BEAM for our 'hello world' program are supported, all but 9 out of the 67 according to the Graphene documentation [32].
An additional five\(^4\) were claimed to have partial support. However, when cross-referenced with their source code\(^5\), not nine but only seven syscalls were not implemented at all. The seven completely unsupported syscalls in Graphene were: *madvice*, *sysinfo*, *timerfd_settime*, *timerfd_create*, *prlimit64*, *statfs*, and *prctl*.\(^6\) Seemingly, most of the unsupported syscalls could be ignored at the cost of performance and stability which was partly confirmed by Graphene [1].\(^7\) *madvice* is usually called to achieve performance improvements and *sysinfo* only returns load, memory, and swap statistics. *timerfd_settime* and *timefd_create* are used by the scheduler to put processes to sleep for microsecond amounts, and in our test build this call could be ignored completely. In the case of the 'hello world' program, *prlimit64* is used to limit the allowed stack size and number of file descriptors which can be opened for the calling process.\(^8\) For our measurements *statfs* was not necessary, and it was only used to determine if SELinux is in use on the machine. Finally, *prctl* was used to set the name of the different scheduler threads within BEAM.

Since Graphene is fully open source, acquiring the code needed to build Erlang/OTP was straightforward. Graphene uses so-called manifest files to configure and sign the binaries (and the associated dependencies) so that they are able run in the enclave securely [18]. A manifest file and the associated Makefile from the Graphene examples were modified to allow Erlang to run in the Graphene environment. However, this was a trial-and-error-prone approach since BEAM both depended on more files than expected and as it wanted to start several processes during its lifetime such as (but not limited to) *beam.smp*, *inet_gethost*, and *erl_child_setup*. Since Graphene requires manifest files and signatures for each binary it executes, it denied BEAM from loading these which resulted in it crashing. By adding separate manifests for each binary required, the execution could progress further. Unfortunately the lack of support for certain syscalls and certain primitives, caused BEAM to not progress beyond a certain point. By cross-referencing the supported syscalls by Graphene with the source code of Erlang, we discovered that the syscall *timerfd_create* could be disabled. As a result, a script was created to force BEAM not to use the syscall (*timerfd_create*), as shown in listing 4.2. Thereby, BEAM could progress further when executing inside of Graphene, but it could still not fully initialize.

```bash
sed -i "s/ define HAVE_SYS_TIMERFD_H 1/ undef HAVE_SYS_TIMERFD_H/" $(ERLANG_SRC)/erts/configure
```

**Listing 4.2:** Part of the Makefile that patched one of the configure files for Erlang/OTP

The Graphene developers were asked for assistance in understanding how the issues could be resolved which led to progress in making Erlang executable in

---

\(^4\)Partially supported by Graphene: *clone*, *fcntl*, *readlink*, *bind*, *setsid*

\(^5\)https://github.com/oscarlab/graphene/blob/master/LibOS/shim/src/shim_syscalls.c

\(^6\)The two additional calls not listed as supported but seems to be supported in the source code were *sched_getaffinity* and *getppid*

\(^7\)https://github.com/Erlang-Enclave-Thesis/graphene-erlang/issues/3

\(^8\)prlimit is similar to *getrlimit* and *setrlimit*, however only *getrlimit* has partial support in Graphene
Graphene as well as discovering some bugs in Graphene.\(^9\) The Graphene developer Dmitrii Kuvaikii provided a thorough *strace* analysis of which syscalls are required by an Erlang ‘hello world’ program, comparing it to what features are not yet supported in Graphene.\(^{10}\) Based on this analysis, it became evident that although some syscalls could be ignored or later supported by Graphene, the main issue is BEAM’s use of MPMC pipes instead of point-to-point communication in some cases. There is no way for Graphene to determine if the pipes are used for inter-thread or for inter-process communication.\(^{11}\) As a result, Graphene chooses to ‘TLS encrypt all pipes although he notes it could be possible to introduce a keyword in Graphene if it is certain that *all* pipes are only used within one process and therefore not necessary to encrypt. The Erlang experts at Ericsson remarked that these pipes are used for two things. Namely, they are used to wake up schedulers sleeping in `poll/epoll/select` configured in `erl_poll.c` as well as by Erlang Ports by the function `open_port({spawn,_})`. The later uses UNIX domain sockets and pipes to create child processes such as `intel_gethost` and it was claimed that the modification of this feature would require much more work in `sys_drivers.c`.

### 4.2.3 SCONE

As we had rely on prebuilt Docker images from a private repository without available source code, most work we did on SCONE is based on personal communications with the their team and especially Christof Fetzer. First, a request had to be made to the SCONE team to acquire access to their Docker images. Access was granted and a Dockerfile was created that utilized their SCONE crosscompiler image to compile Erlang/OTP for SCONE’s shim layer. Building Erlang/OTP proved to be quite difficult because Erlang requires quite a lot of syscalls and the runtime allocates a lot of memory if no options are provided. A patch was produced to force Erlang to use less memory by default, by adjusting the default values, but this still did not help since Erlang just could not start in the SCONE environment to completely build all components. The SCONE developers were asked for support and they supplied an experimental image specifically for BEAM which they had been working on, with a partially working Erlang executable. This image could unfortunately not communicate with external Erlang processes because certain fork operations did not succeed which caused network related operations to fail, but it could support some basic Erlang functionality. The functionality was ascertained in SGX simulation mode by running a number of tests provided by SCONE.\(^{12}\) Unfortunately, the combination of the hardware, BIOS, and driver used was not able to execute the image on SCONE’s enclave running in hardware mode, therefore only the simulation mode was used to test the functionality of the image. The SCONE developers claimed to have succeeded in running Erlang in the hardware enclave on their systems and did not know why it could not run in our hardware mode. As little progress could be made without the source code or by heavily relying on the SCONE developers, no further progress

---

\(^9\)https://github.com/oscarlab/graphene/pull/1483
\(^{10}\)https://github.com/Erlang-Enclave-Thesis/graphene-erlang/issues/2
\(^{11}\)https://github.com/Erlang-Enclave-Thesis/graphene-erlang/issues/2
\(^{12}\)https://github.com/scontain/erlang-examples/
was made on this front. To summarize, the SCONE team is working on supporting Erlang officially but it is currently not ready for deployment in production.

4.2.4 Fortanix

Although we had initially disregarded Fortanix due to lack of publicly available information, we still contacted them as to ascertain if their solution could support BEAM on our hardware platform. They provided access to their proprietary Enclaved OS built for Microsoft Azure. It was not clear whether it would be able to support BEAM or if it could be modified to run directly on our hardware. Consequently, mainly due to time constraints, we did not pursue Fortanix further.

4.3 Explored Alternatives

Additional to the four designs which were attempted in this thesis, two more alternatives were also explored. These alternatives could provide a way to port a Erlang runtime to BEAM, primarily utilizing method II and III (shim layer and LibOS).

4.3.1 Creating a Custom Layer

After reaching out on social media, we were contacted by the company Decentriq which is working with confidential computing and SGX. At a subsequent meeting (personal communication: 2020-04-22 with Stefan Deml), they showed concern for the security and performance risks enabled by utilizing the general frameworks which we have explored previously. Instead, they clearly recommended for the creation of a custom later specifically created for BEAM which we present some ideas and conclusions on in this section.

As seen with Rust-SGX, it is possible to port an interpreter to SGX without immense frameworks or forwarded syscalls. Rust makes this possible as it is a compiled language with garbage collection on compile time and in many ways similar to C which is already supported in SGX enclaves. However, with Erlang this is much more complicated as it is executed in a VM with its own scheduler and garbage collector. Additionally, the VM (by default BEAM) requires many syscalls and IO operations which would then need to be ported or somehow removed from the runtime to run inside of SGX. We believe it would not be recommended to separate the components of BEAM (e.g. the scheduler) between secure and untrusted areas, as this would leak a lot of data and create new attack vectors from the untrusted side.

As discussed earlier, it is possible to create a solution whereby a custom layer improved performance and security can be achieved while running the whole BEAM inside of SGX. The custom layer would do a number of things; The IO calls could be made in the back end with memory-mapped IO, creating a virtual file system, and the related syscalls caught and resolved appropriately. A major component of the custom layer would be to create the appropriate logic for each syscall, depending on whether it can be ignored, resolved locally in the enclave, or needs to be forwarded to the outside OS. Since pthreads are now supported by SGX2 it could be possible for the scheduler to function as before with multiple threads and scheduling, here
the whole BEAM instance and all its threads could be in one enclave. If additional segmentation is necessary it would be natural to have multiple BEAMS running as separate processes both in the untrusted area and in multiple enclaves as communication between these is normal in Erlang execution. The solution could also be extended to include a modification of the BEAM code-base to reduce slow and risky calls, however this would most likely be an immense task which would also require a forking of the BEAM code base.

As earlier mentioned in 3.1, the Ericsson experts provided some valuable insight in how BEAM could be ported to SGX which also extends to a custom layer. The main point would be to statically preload all required modules into BEAM which could remove the need for almost all IO. Additionally, context switches could be removed with the use of shared memory or Switchless Calls. However, the unavoidable fact is that BEAM requires many syscalls which will always be a possible risk with BEAM inside of SGX.

### 4.3.2 Replacing the BEAM Runtime

It could be possible to run Erlang without BEAM which would create new opportunities for secure execution. One question is whether Erlang code can be compiled directly to C, or an easier executed intermediate representation (such as bytecode), and in general if a simpler runtime than BEAM could be used. However, BEAM is a major reason for Erlang’s performance and reliability, and consequently its success.

The issue with porting Erlang is partly because of the nature of the language itself, this includes automatic garbage collection during runtime and native support for abstract primitives such as multithreading. However, as described in section 4.2.1, BEAM is not designed with SGX in mind nor does it try to minimize the amount of syscalls made. On the contrary, regardless of the workload, BEAM starts multiple schedulers which all perform thousands of syscalls each while Java’s JVM was much more conservative (for the tested ‘hello world’ programs), both in the the total amount of syscalls and the number of unique syscalls performed. As JVM is also a powerful VM and still only performs a fraction of syscalls as compared to Erlang’s BEAM, it becomes apparent that it could be possible to reduce the number of syscalls if BEAM were to be replaced or greatly modified. By doing it so, it would reduce the work required to port the runtime either to a custom layer or to a general framework as well as to possibly provide security benefits as less and fewer types of syscalls are made to outside. A number of lightweight alternatives to BEAM are in development\(^\text{13}\), but it is unclear whether they would be able to make the same promises as BEAM does.

\(^{13}\)Projects include: [https://github.com/kvakvs/ErlangRT], [https://github.com/archseer/enigma], [https://github.com/bettio/AtomVM], and [https://github.com/lumen/lumen]
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In this chapter, we present the evaluation which was performed to benchmark the performance of the prototypes for method I, calling C code in SGX. These results are later discussed in chapter 6 in regards to the earlier proposed use case of securing TLS with OpenSSL in SGX enclaves. Since SCON and Graphene were not working on our hardware setup, method II and III could not evaluated.

5.1 Method I: Partitioning

The execution time of the prototype functions in C from Erlang was measured for both the C Node and the NIF, with SGX as well as similar functionality completely without SGX. The basic functionality which provides the ability to increment and return a number from inside of the enclave was tested for both designs. Additionally, the RSA functionality with OpenSSL was tested for the NIF. The tests were conducted using a simple wrapper function which calls Erlang timer:tc\(^1\). These tests are available as `eval_increment` and `eval_rsa` in the source code which we provide (enclave_communicator.erl). The full test output is available in appendix A and B. The tests conducted only measure the execution time of said Erlang functions and the results may vary depending on other load on the device that moment or whether the data was in cache at the moment of execution, especially as we are counting microseconds. Regardless, general conclusions can be drawn from this data about the delay caused by using SGX without optimizations. However, as we measure from time of call on the untrusted side, until the enclave returns, the majority of delay is due to context switches (similar conclusions have been mentioned in earlier work, section 2.2.4). The data does therefore not show the effectiveness of executing inside of SGX which should yield similar performance as it is executed in the untrusted area on the CPU with encryption performed in hardware. What it does show is the worst case overhead, caused by SGX for a given workload. These measurements do not take into account the time it takes for the initial creation of the enclave or the compilation of the Erlang program.

\(^1\)http://erlang.org/doc/man/timer.html#tc-3
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5.1.1 Basic C Node and NIF

Table 5.1: C Node execution time for basic workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested functionality</th>
<th>In total</th>
<th>Excluding first call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without SGX</td>
<td>538.40 µs</td>
<td>76.24 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>564.93 µs</td>
<td>111.14 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>612.50 µs</td>
<td>104.48 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Hardware SGX / Without SGX</td>
<td>13.76%</td>
<td>37.04%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested functionality</th>
<th>In total</th>
<th>Excluding first call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without SGX</td>
<td>76.17 µs</td>
<td>75.24 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>101.83 µs</td>
<td>101.66 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>67.50 µs</td>
<td>67.28 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Hardware SGX / Without SGX</td>
<td>-11.38%</td>
<td>-10.58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Average NIF execution time for basic workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested functionality</th>
<th>In total</th>
<th>Excluding first call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without SGX</td>
<td>0.13 µs</td>
<td>0.00 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>22.43 µs</td>
<td>19.69 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>31.50 µs</td>
<td>28.07 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Hardware SGX / Without SGX</td>
<td>24,130.77%</td>
<td>At least 280,000.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested functionality</th>
<th>In total</th>
<th>Excluding first call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without SGX</td>
<td>0.07 µs</td>
<td>0.00 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>16.63 µs</td>
<td>16.48 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>28.00 µs</td>
<td>27.86 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Hardware SGX / Without SGX</td>
<td>39,900.00%</td>
<td>At least 280,000.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in table 5.1, the first time called a connection is set up to the C Node resulting in a drastic overhead. We therefore show the average execution time excluding the first call to the right in the table. Comparing this with the NIF measurements shown in table 5.2, it becomes evident that even though the NIFs are much faster than C Nodes the overhead with SGX is of the same magnitude, often around 30µs. However, why the function ‘return’ is faster for the C Node in SGX than without is unclear as it is stored in encrypted RAM and still quicker, both the average and the quickest function call.

To summarize, to make function calls to SGX is slightly slower than without when we are required to perform context switches as done in our prototypes. However, this overhead seems to be quite low as it often resulted in around 30µs additional execution time, although this varied. As the overhead is quite static between workloads, it implies that the context switches account for a majority of the overhead by SGX which also matches the earlier work described in chapter 2. Thereby, if this is the case, it would not be viable to place an Erlang runtime inside of SGX with around 25,000 syscalls without optimizations as to avoid context switches. Finally, we note that the worst-case overhead in these tests were roughly 30µs showing a
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baseline for what we can expect by executing simple C functions in SGX, without any optimizations.

5.1.2 OpenSSL NIF

Table 5.3: Average NIF execution time for RSA workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested functionality</th>
<th>For first execution</th>
<th>For second execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSA key generation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without SGX</td>
<td>1,292,506.40 µs</td>
<td>1,329,274.13 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>1,568,162.87 µs</td>
<td>1,608,280.63 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>1,306,003.00 µs</td>
<td>1,266,289.87 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Hardware SGX / Without SGX</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>-4.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA signing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without SGX</td>
<td>13,888.03 µs</td>
<td>13,890.00 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>13,938.80 µs</td>
<td>14,020.46 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>14,137.27 µs</td>
<td>14,137.50 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Hardware SGX / Without SGX</td>
<td>1.79%</td>
<td>1.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA encryption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without SGX</td>
<td>228.00 µs</td>
<td>225.63 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>367.17 µs</td>
<td>366.57 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware SGX (Release Mode)</td>
<td>373.37 µs</td>
<td>376.20 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Hardware SGX / Without SGX</td>
<td>63.76%</td>
<td>66.73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OpenSSL was used both inside of the enclave (Intel SGX ssl) and outside in the regular untrusted os, although these two versions might differ in some ways they both utilize the OpenSSL 1.1.1d source code and support the same functionality. The average execution times of three of the implemented RSA functions are shown, as can be seen in table 5.3. To get an idea of the difference between runs, two consecutive runs of 30 executions each are shown side-to-side. RSA signing and encryption had a quite stable execution time when comparing the average. Based on the data of both runs included here, the overhead in SGX for signing was around 1.8%, and for encryption a hefty 63 to 67%. In absolute numbers, the overhead was between 145 and 250µs. RSA key generation on the other hand could take anywhere between 100Kµs and 2Mµs (based on raw data as shown in appendix B), a wide span partly due to the generation of pseudo random data. Over the 30 runs executed, the average difference between the execution time in hardware SGX and no SGX was a few percentage points and therefore not enough to draw any conclusions of which were faster. The quicker functions had a larger percentage overhead which could indicate that the main contributor to this delay are the context switches, which as mentioned earlier can be greatly optimized. A possible explanation to the larger constant overhead, is that Intel SGX ssl can perform multiple calls between the trusted and untrusted areas during our single function call.
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6 Discussion

In this section we discuss the current status of our research, if the implementations achieved the goals laid out, and what our recommendations are going forward.

6.1 Achievement of Goals

To recap, the goal of this thesis was to investigate how Erlang can be secured with Intel SGX as to protect a cloud-based telecommunications system. We presented a short case study of the lawful interception capabilities necessary in these systems which shows a need for TEE-technologies such as SGX. Based on this scenario, two use cases were created which could aid this system and these were later partly implemented. The first use case consists of executing Erlang in an untrusted environment, which in turn calls trusted TLS (C-based) functionality in SGX. The larger second use case, aims to support the execution of Erlang code inside of SGX. To achieve the first use case, three requirements were set up; Specifically, to create a prototype to call C functionality in SGX from BEAM (i) and adding support for TLS inside of SGX (ii) which then could be verified with RA to achieve integrity and confidentiality of the SGX workload itself (iii). Similarly, the second use case also had three requirements; To protect the Erlang workload it would be necessary to enable execution of an ERTS (here BEAM) in SGX (i), add support for RA to ensure correct execution in SGX (ii) and thereafter to provision the enclave with verified and confidential Erlang binaries (iii).

For the first use case a basic prototype was created supporting cryptographic (including TLS) functionality inside of SGX callable from a regular Erlang runtime (i, ii). Moreover, although we worked on RA support (iii) it was abandoned in favor of supporting the other aims which were more interesting from a research point of view. Basically, RA for C code is supported on SGX and can be implemented based on earlier work in the field and by instructions from Intel.

The second use case was shown to be much more difficult due to the vast number of syscalls performed by BEAM. Although we investigated a number of potential methods which could achieve this use case, no functioning prototype was created due to a number of difficulties, for instance as the most promising framework Graphene would require modification of the BEAM runtime itself. Regardless, we showed that the first aim (i), to run Erlang in SGX, is possible as SCONE currently provides basic support for BEAM in SGX enclaves and they aim on providing official support in the future. As the first aim was not fulfilled, it was not possible to implement or test RA and provisioning for BEAM SGX (ii, iii). Although, we note that RA is supported
by the aforementioned frameworks (and could be supported by a custom solution as well). Additionally, a rough idea of how to provide integrity and confidentiality of a Erlang workload in sgx was discussed with Ericsson as mentioned in section 3.1.

6.2 Status of Erlang SGX

In this section we present the status of the approaches which we have explored and discuss some recommendations going forward.

6.2.1 Method I: Partitioning

In this thesis, we successfully demonstrated two methods of calling sensitive c/c++ payloads inside of sgx by using the Erlang interfaces C Node and NIF. Based on our solution, it would be possible to quite easily call secure code, either c/c++ or (we assume) any unofficially supported language such as Rust, from an untrusted BEAM runtime. Although the prototype created does not perform optimally, since each call from and to the enclave requires a context switch, this could be mitigated. In particular, it would be possible to use Intel Switchless Calls which reserves threads on each side, rather than the same thread switching context for each ocall or ecall performed, which could significantly improve performance [62].

To call secured c code brings a lot of potential upsides since BEAM is on the back end already using such NIFs to perform certain operations including cryptography. Therefore, we believe that these sensitive functions could be ported to SGX and then called seamlessly from Erlang based on the prototype NIF which we provide. With remote attestation it would be possible, as with any native SGX function, to enable confidentiality and integrity of the binary and to ensure that the enclave is running properly. However, it is important to note that as long as the call is made from the insecure Erlang runtime, the security guarantees made by SGX are greatly affected. In this situation, Erlang makes the call to SGX via an untrusted c function which in turn calls the trusted code. Anywhere in the untrusted chain of execution, a malicious kernel could modify or drop the request or the response as well as replaying messages and other classic man-in-the-middle attacks [58]. Therefore, even though this solution would provide a number of benefits there will always be vectors of attack as long as Erlang itself is not running securely. Future work for this method could consist of investigating methods of cryptographically secure the communication between these sides, however, as Erlang itself can at anytime be attacked by the kernel according to our threat model we believe this to be somewhat limited.

6.2.2 Method II and III: Resolving Syscalls

We came to the important conclusion that BEAM is not far from being usable inside an SGX enclave with the main frameworks presented in this thesis: SCONa and Graphene.

\footnote{For instance the crypto module: \url{https://github.com/erlang/otp/blob/master/lib/crypto/src/crypto.erl}}
SCONE was the framework which had the most support for BEAM, we believe this is partly due to how it passes through the syscalls to the operating system which makes supporting the calls needed for BEAM easier.\(^2\) However, this also opens up for a larger interface towards the untrusted system and many syscalls are performed by this possibly malicious system. Additionally, SCONE is not fully open source, and the unknown code required for execution could greatly effect the trust model. However, as security was not directly evaluated in this thesis, future work is required as to determine the effects these frameworks have on Erlang.

We discovered that Graphene could most likely support BEAM with one caveat, either BEAM must be modified to only use (TLS-encrypted) point-to-point communication and not MPMC pipes, or an option must be added in Graphene to allow insecure pipes while ensuring these pipes are only used intra-process (inter-thread). To remove MPMC pipes in BEAM is probably the best approach as it would not risk unencrypted pipes being used inappropriately. These pipes could be replaced with a fair bit of work, as explained in 4.2.2. Although some syscalls performed by our Erlang 'hello world' program were not supported by Graphene, this should not be an issue for two reasons: the syscalls lacking support were not vital and the Graphene community was helpful and seemed positive to adding more functionality to their framework if needed. To conclude, based on our communication with the Graphene developers, it seems like the removal of these pipes is the only thing that stands in the way for basic support of BEAM in Graphene. However, this needs more research as other obstacles could be discovered further down the road.

6.2.3 Alternative Solutions

The Intel documentation, as well as previous research presented in section 2.2.4.1, state that only sensitive functions should be ported to SGX to maintain strict security requirements. However, BEAM is very far from being able to execute completely in an enclave without external syscalls. In this case, a very deep knowledge of BEAM would have been necessary to perform the identification and rewriting most of the runtime. As we see it, it would be easier to base the work on a minimal runtime, as mentioned earlier in 4.3.2, or write a whole new runtime from scratch. Looking at the vast amount of code and complexity of the Erlang/OTP project, it is clear that if such an endeavor should be accomplished a team of developers have to spend quite some time to create a SGX-ready runtime.

Instead, a more reasonable approach would be to create a custom layer for the current BEAM runtime. Although, the work could perhaps be reduced if the runtime could also be modified as to remove or minimize certain syscalls. The custom layer would function similar to third-party frameworks, utilizing either a shim layer or a LibOS approach, but be customly fit for BEAM. First it would be necessary to explore which syscalls are either required, recommended, or optional for BEAM. It could be the case that many syscalls can be resolved inside of the enclave with some simple logic, the remaining calls would be resolved either in a shim layer or a LibOS manner forwarded to the host OS as necessary. We believe this to

\(^2\)Although, we must not forget that SCONE also had worked specifically to support BEAM while no such work had been done prior for Graphene
be the best approach, as a custom solution could be made more performant and secure than general frameworks. However, we cannot make any promises of what the performance penalty or how many syscalls would need to be executed in the untrusted area enabling for possible attacks. To create a custom solution, either from scratch or forking an existing open source framework, would require extensive work but with great potential. This solution was not a major part of our thesis, but our research and suggestions were earlier mentioned in 4.3.1.

A risk with creating a custom solution for SGX, or by using a SGX-only framework, is the vendor lock-in to Intel - this is a limitation of our work. Currently Intel dominates the server market, their TEE solution is the market leader and other prominent solutions do not support all the critical RA features it does. However, this could change which would require porting BEAM to additional platforms if this is desired. The future is hard to predict and even SGX2 has taken years and is still not supported on consumer available server platforms, indicating that other vendors might take years to be competitive for our specific use case.

6.3 Is Erlang Fit for SGX

In this thesis we showed how it is possible to utilize Intel SGX to secure an Erlang workload. However, it is important to remember that other programming languages such as C/C++ and Rust can be executed in the enclave without immense frameworks and external syscalls. We need to remember that these applications are still limited if no syscalls are to be made, but this results in great performance and security benefits. In theory, the best way forward would be to rewrite many existing workloads and use a safe and SGX-enabled language such as Rust, however this would be detrimental for time-to-market. Additionally, the issue will always be that current codebases are not optimized for Intel SGX and therefore we can never reach the same security and performance guarantees.

Based on our research, Erlang can be executed in SGX and there are still many optimizations which can be applied. Such as a custom layer described in section 4.3 as well as to use features from Intel such as Switchless Calls and shared memory. Regardless, Erlang’s BEAM is a quite complex runtime with its own scheduler, garbage collection, etc. and as such it requires many syscalls including heavy IO utilization. Additionally, it requires more syscalls than Java although this could possibly be tuned to reach similar levels.

We argue that the issue with porting legacy applications to SGX will always be a problem and the forwarding of syscalls to the outside will always come at a risk. Erlang in itself is not the problem, only the ERTS BEAM which is not currently optimized for SGX. We believe that by modifying BEAM, tuning its build options\(^3\), and by resolving some calls locally, Erlang could be better fit for SGX and at least reach similar levels to Java JVM. However, if new applications would be written

\(^3\)Build options could be explored to reduce number of syscalls: by increasing `ethr_yield_after_busy_loops` or by setting `'+sbwt none +sbwdcpu none +sbwdrio none'`. Explained here more here: [https://stressgrid.com/blog/beam_cpu_usage](https://stressgrid.com/blog/beam_cpu_usage). Additionally, more information can be read out with so called microstate accounting: [https://erlang.org/doc/man/msacc.html](https://erlang.org/doc/man/msacc.html)
specifically for SGX the question arises if Erlang should be used. If these applications
does not need to perform syscalls, a runtime not using syscalls either (e.g. Rust-SGX
or C/C++) would create a much more secure solution as it could completely avoid
using syscalls altogether greatly reducing the attack surface towards the OS.
6. Discussion
Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to investigate how Erlang can be secured with Intel SGX as to protect a cloud-based telecommunications system. The practical work consisted of two general approaches as concluded from earlier work in the field which correspond to the two use cases presented earlier. The first approach involved calling C code in Intel SGX secure enclaves from the regular Erlang BEAM runtime. The second approach utilizes frameworks (based on either shim layer or Library OS methods) which are included together with the BEAM runtime inside of SGX, to support the execution of regular Erlang binaries. Our practical work for this approach utilizes the third-party frameworks SCONE and Graphene which were tested with mixed results, additionally, custom solutions were explored but not implemented.

With the first approach it was possible from Erlang, to call SGX-secured C code through a C Node and a NIF, including the cryptographic library OpenSSL for the latter (with Intel SGX SSL). For these prototypes, the overhead was around 30 to 250µs, seemingly due to context switches. The second approach however, was harder than initially anticipated due to the vast number of syscalls performed by BEAM and especially its internal scheduler. Regardless, we showed that it is indeed possible to enable support for Erlang inside of SGX, and suggested a number of ways to achieve this. Although the vital syscalls performed by BEAM are supported by Graphene, we discovered a major obstacle that Graphene cannot support MPMC pipes which are used internally by BEAM. For SCONE on the other hand, BEAM aims to be officially supported in later versions, however the experimental image tested could only support very limited Erlang functionality. Since the project, or at least the Erlang/OTP SCONE image, is proprietary it makes it harder to evaluate or develop this solution further. Regardless, by using SCONE we showed that Erlang can be supported in SGX. Finally, investigations are made on how to develop a more secure layer by creating a custom solution, which would provide benefits as compared to general third-party frameworks. However, we made no attempt at implementing a custom solution as this would require immense work including both examining the syscalls made by BEAM and then create a custom layer (by either a shim layer or Library OS approach) to resolve the necessary calls.

Each approach has its place, and we provide the following recommendation although an in-depth security evaluation is recommended before deployment. With the first approach, it is possible to call C functions in SGX from Erlang. A potential use for this approach could be to port the C libraries used by Erlang to SGX, which would then allow for some increased security while supporting legacy Erlang applications. However, more research is needed to investigate this security model, as the Erlang runtime itself and the communication between these two worlds can
be attacked. Therefore, to limit these attacks, it could be beneficial to move the whole Erlang runtime inside of SGX as made possible with the second approach. However, to execute Erlang code in SGX will require syscalls and therefore more communication with the untrusted OS which will lessen the security guarantees of SGX. Regardless, secure enclaves can still provide valuable protection from a malicious system and placing Erlang, or the C workloads called from Erlang, in SGX would therefore be advantageous although the potential performance loss needs to be evaluated further.
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Run Time Measurements Basic C Node and NIF

Setup

Ubuntu 18.04, NUC7PJYH, DCAP 1.4 driver, SGX SDK 2.9.1
Erlang/OTP 20 [erts-9.2] [source] [64-bit] [smp:4:4] [ds:4:4:10] [async-threads:10]
[kernel-poll:false]
Eshell V9.2
Pre-compiled Erlang from Ubuntu repository.
GCC / G++ 7.5.0-3

Execution

SGX versions are located directly in the root of the repo (erlang-c-node, erlang-nif),
while the non-SGX versions are to be found in without-sgx/.

```
erl -sname e1 -setcookie "Very Secret Cookie"
c(enclave_communicator).
enclave_communicator:run_tests().
```

This function performs a simple (time) evaluation of calling C code in Erlang with
C Node and NIF. In the background timer:tc is used in Erlang to measure time.

C NODE

Equivalent functionality without any SGX use

```
cd sgx-erlang-extension/without-sgx/erlang-c-node
make SGX_DEBUG=0
```

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 538.4 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 76.24137931034483 microseconds
Raw data: [13941,88,85,84,84,89,84,85,91,71,71,
71,71,70,72,70,70,70,70,70,70,72,70,70,70,70]
A. Run Time Measurements Basic C Node and NIF

Calling return, 30 times
Average time: 76.16666666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 75.24137931034483 microseconds
Raw data: [103,93,91,91,96,91,70,70,70,70,71,71,70,70,72,71,71,70,70,72,71,71,70,70,71,71,70,70,76,71,71,71]

Hardware mode (release)

cd sgx-erlang-extension/erlang-c-node
make SGX_DEBUG=0

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 612.5 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 104.48275862068965 microseconds
Raw data: [15345,157,149,145,142,144,143,165,143,118,110,109,110,146,143,117,103,67,66,66,70,66,69,68,70,70,71,70]

Calling return, 30 times
Average time: 67.5 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 67.27586206896552 microseconds

Hardware mode (debug)

cd sgx-erlang-extension/erlang-c-node
make SGX_DEBUG=1

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 578.8666666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 112.27586206896552 microseconds
Raw data: [14110,117,104,103,102,108,102,105,199,154,147,125,137,105,102,102,106,102,102,101,119,102,102,101,102,101,102,101,102,102,102]

Calling return, 30 times
Average time: 102.56666666666666 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 102.20689655172414 microseconds
Raw data: [113,103,108,102,101,102,102,102,101,101,102,101,102,101,101,102,102,102,102,102,102,101,102,102,101,102,102,102]

Simulation mode (release)

cd sgx-erlang-extension/erlang-c-node
make SGX_MODE=SIM SGX_DEBUG=0

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 564.9333333333333 microseconds
A. Run Time Measurements Basic C Node and NIF

Average time excluding first element: 111.13793103448276 microseconds

Calling return, 30 times
Average time: 101.83333333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 101.65517241379311 microseconds

NIF

Equivalent functionality without any SGX use

cd sgx-erlang-extension/without-sgx/erlang-nif
make SGX_DEBUG=0

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 0.13333333333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 0.0 microseconds
Raw data: [4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]

Calling rtrn, 30 times
Average time: 0.06666666666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 0.0 microseconds
Raw data: [2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]

Hardware mode (release)

cd sgx-erlang-extension/erlang-nif
make SGX_DEBUG=0

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 31.5 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 28.06896551724138 microseconds
Raw data: [131,29,28,28,28,28,28,26,27,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28]

Calling rtrn, 30 times
Average time: 28.0 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 27.862068965517242 microseconds
Raw data: [32,28,28,28,28,27,27,27,29,28,27,27,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28]
Hardware mode (debug)

cd sgx-erlang-extension/erlang-nif
make SGX_DEBUG=1

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 30.866666666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 27.75862068965517 microseconds
Raw data: [121,29,28,28,28,27,28,28,27,28,28,27,28,28,27,28,28,27,28,28,27,28,28,27,28,28,27,28]

Calling rtrn, 30 times
Average time: 27.8 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 27.655172413793103 microseconds
Raw data: [32,28,28,28,27,27,27,27,27,27,28,28,27,28,27,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28,28]

Simulation mode (release)

cd sgx-erlang-extension/erlang-nif
make SGX_MODE=SIM SGX_DEBUG=0

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 22.433333333333334 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 19.689655172413794 microseconds
Raw data: [102,18,17,17,17,16,16,17,17,17,16,16,100,18,17,16,17,17,16,19,17,16,17,16,18,16,16,17]

Calling rtrn, 30 times
Average time: 16.633333333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 16.482758620689655 microseconds
Raw data: [21,17,16,16,17,16,16,17,18,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,17,16,16,16,16,16,16,17,16,16,16]
Run Time Measurements SSL NIF

Setup

Ubuntu 18.04, NUC7PJYH, DCAP 1.5 driver, SGX SDK 2.9.1
Erlang/OTP 23 [erts-11.0] [source] [64-bit] [smp:4:4] [ds:4:4:10] [async-threads:1]
Eshell V11.0
Erlang compiled from source without HiPE
GCC / G++ 10.1.0-2

Execution

Both SGX and non-SGX versions are located in erlang-nif_SSL, this includes old increment functionality as well as some new RSA functions performed in OpenSSL 1.1.1d.

erl
c(enclave_communicator).
enclave_communicator:eval_rsa().
enclave_communicator:eval_increment().

These functions perform simple (time) evaluations for calling Erlang NIF functions. In the background timer:tc is used in Erlang to measure time.

HW Release Mode

make sgx SGX_DEBUG=0 SGX_MODE=HW

eval_rsa

Running RSA keygen, sign, and encrypt together
Calling rsa_basic_operations, 30 times
Average time: 1349624.2666666666 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1389217.2413793104 microseconds
Raw data: [201428,710525,1329479,1212152,1521520,1229589,426689,1111910,2531939,1262472,1320354,2756141,3195494,1187874,1705678,2048262,1622328,1320962,1317989,2733033,611052,92785,2238959,1213102,510368,335672,1546954,1170406,1204547,819065]
Running RSA these functions separately
Calling rsa_key_gen, 30 times
Average time: 1306003.0 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1323085.551724138 microseconds
Raw data: [810609, 1354884, 150391, 3993619, 1353936, 576288, 2429567, 1487026,
910381, 2898635, 818858, 1645158, 1795175, 151063, 843480, 526788, 2496977,
1504991, 567941, 318076, 2499582, 1060961, 1388320, 877149, 1838692,
869747, 1370621, 902044, 702278, 1036853]

Calling rsa_sign, 30 times
Average time: 14137.266666666666 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 14033.896551724138 microseconds
Raw data: [17135, 14066, 14094, 14021, 14011, 14020, 14010, 14117, 14010, 14020, 14010,
14066, 14124, 14021, 14009, 14024, 14007, 14109, 14009, 14021, 14011, 14111,
14010, 14020, 14009, 14020, 14009, 14019, 14075, 14020]

Calling rsa_encrypt, 30 times
Average time: 373.3666666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 371.55172413793105 microseconds
380, 369, 368, 370, 373, 370, 369, 370, 369, 384, 371, 371]

eval_rsa - 2nd run for comparison

Running RSA keygen, sign, and encrypt together
Calling rsa_basic_operations, 30 times
Average time: 1535870.4666666666 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1518466.2758620689 microseconds
Raw data: [2040592, 735562, 685916, 2308531, 3744627, 1772549, 1003087,
393524, 2439300, 802722, 3131870, 501473, 3869326, 4702860,
845700, 193362, 1254721, 1386996, 769186, 68650, 1245634,
1204138, 987392, 752503, 1270258, 259779, 1821499, 618760, 2323616, 2315081]

Running RSA these functions separately
Calling rsa_key_gen, 30 times
Average time: 1266829.8666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1215949.896551724 microseconds
Raw data: [2726149, 1085886, 1195178, 1019812, 1169233, 693907, 660521,
1511599, 4202745, 1619789, 334555, 334232, 1870819, 1161935,
635276, 1119226, 1027553, 2054949, 1244194, 2230131, 1436832,
226257, 2285472, 935589, 159021, 92400, 1996572, 1337872, 919178, 701814]

Calling rsa_sign, 30 times
Average time: 14137.5 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 14035.758620689656 microseconds
Raw data: [17088, 14209, 14156, 14058, 14007, 14017, 14007, 14128,
Calling rsa_encrypt, 30 times
Average time: 376.2 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 372.62068965517244 microseconds
Raw data: [480, 390, 384, 369, 369, 371, 370, 371, 370, 373, 372, 369,
          371, 369, 373, 372, 371]

eval_increment

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 76.26666666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 59.44827586206897 microseconds
Raw data: [564, 60, 60, 59, 60, 59, 59, 60, 59, 59, 60, 59, 59, 59, 59,
          59, 59, 60, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 60, 60, 60, 60, 60]

Calling rtrn, 30 times
Average time: 60.56666666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 60.44827586206897 microseconds
Raw data: [64, 60, 60, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 60, 59, 59, 59, 59,
          59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 60, 60, 60, 60, 59, 60, 60, 60, 60]

eval_increment - 2nd run for comparison

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 65.0 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 61.55172413793103 microseconds
Raw data: [165, 60, 60, 73, 113, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 60, 59, 59,
          59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 60, 60, 59, 59, 59, 60, 59, 60]

Calling rtrn, 30 times
Average time: 60.5 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 60.310344827586206 microseconds
Raw data: [66, 59, 60, 60, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59, 59,
          59, 59, 59, 60, 60, 90, 60, 59, 60, 60, 59, 60, 59, 59, 59]

Simulated Release Mode

make sgx SGX_DEBUG=0 SGX_MODE=SIM

eval_rsa

Running RSA keygen, sign, and encrypt together
B. Run Time Measurements SSL NIF

Calling rsa_basic_operations, 30 times
Average time: 1604126.6 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1594696.2068965517 microseconds
Raw data: [1877608, 157455, 1794176, 2078710, 363619, 364691, 901833, 950866, 3378818, 2430897, 575533, 809807, 860904, 1495821, 1512164, 644843, 2296674, 1297911, 6678954, 2287462, 2620055, 1370473, 752419, 983299, 2837715, 909766, 1562568, 2488515, 848487, 991755]

Running RSA these functions separately
Calling rsa_key_gen, 30 times
Average time: 1568162.8666666666 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1596015.6551724137 microseconds
Raw data: [760432, 1444788, 2163204, 3130905, 1239269, 1463464, 1619029, 2773439, 1585385, 3615827, 1412065, 1642588, 645041, 3815667, 561359, 446065, 222694, 1988400, 759810, 1164147, 710071, 1429162, 991400, 2236859, 2682164, 966256, 1982170, 355189, 1411992, 1826045]

Calling rsa_sign, 30 times
Average time: 13938.8 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 13836.068965517241 microseconds
Raw data: [16918, 13866, 2163204, 3130905, 1239269, 1463464, 1619029, 2773439, 1585385, 3615827, 1412065, 1642588, 645041, 3815667, 561359, 446065, 222694, 1988400, 759810, 1164147, 710071, 1429162, 991400, 2236859, 2682164, 966256, 1982170, 355189, 1411992, 1826045]

Calling rsa_encrypt, 30 times
Average time: 367.1666666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 363.44827586206895 microseconds

eval_rsa - 2nd run for comparison

Running RSA keygen, sign, and encrypt together
Calling rsa_basic_operations, 30 times
Average time: 1317200.1666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1353760.7931034483 microseconds
Raw data: [256942, 776776, 677506, 789187, 1008455, 2567675, 1891370, 1173047, 216239, 2346717, 949700, 991435, 1792516, 826267, 1337456, 504754, 1040253, 1397231, 764368, 1882935, 2757453, 2660051, 677823, 2156786, 198882, 2578817, 2295692, 999238, 901122, 1099312]

Running RSA these functions separately
Calling rsa_key_gen, 30 times
Average time: 1608280.6333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1580508.0344827587 microseconds
Raw data: [2413686, 1033028, 2747680, 1396000, 173831, 611257, 1990077, 1874887, 2153043, 894208, 1714094, 1065674, 1015189, 2363838, 231616, 3331024, 652955, 1024361, 1463516, 986123, 5064900, 1503018, 1858271, 867247]

Calling rsa_sign, 30 times
Average time: 14020.466666666667 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 13923.931034482759 microseconds
Raw data: [16820, 13832, 13869, 13831, 13827, 13925, 13827, 13936, 13827, 14119, 13831, 13866, 13871, 13827, 13832, 13826, 13833, 14107, 13865, 13921, 13828, 13831, 14138, 14351, 14249, 13832, 13827, 13831, 14298]

Calling rsa_encrypt, 30 times
Average time: 366.56666666666666 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 363.86206896551727 microseconds

eval_increment

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 47.4 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 45.1034827586207 microseconds
Raw data: [114, 47, 46, 44, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45]

Calling rtrn, 30 times
Average time: 47.7 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 47.62068965517241 microseconds
Raw data: [50, 46, 45, 45, 45, 118, 46, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45]

eval_increment - 2nd run for comparison

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 47.26666666666666 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 44.9310348275862 microseconds
Raw data: [115, 45, 45, 45, 44, 44, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45]
Calling rtrn, 30 times  
Average time: 46.733333333333334 microseconds  
Average time excluding first element: 46.55172413793103 microseconds  
Raw data: [52, 46, 46, 47, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45]

No SGX

make no-sgx SGX_DEBUG=0

eval_rsa

Running RSA keygen, sign, and encrypt together  
Calling rsa_basic_operations, 30 times  
Average time: 1317428.3 microseconds  
Average time excluding first element: 1319427.448275862 microseconds  
Raw data: [1259453, 739225, 828763, 179403, 2799639, 755797, 2092528, 966774, 244620, 1915815, 2646888, 876961, 1769421, 1323146, 852805, 3326962, 884995, 1031088, 901734, 625799, 1129793, 1347458, 876946, 2059292, 1696289, 1517870, 2005642, 812400, 1137832, 917511]

Running RSA these functions separately

Calling rsa_key_gen, 30 times  
Average time: 1292506.4 microseconds  
Average time excluding first element: 1287413.6896551724 microseconds  
Raw data: [1440195, 1388633, 1071691, 1648425, 324967, 999555, 105894, 803759, 81732, 1087840, 2077240, 3312600, 861716, 1201191, 365716, 2588082, 1713756, 2914882, 1655547, 730733, 105991, 2060986, 1160684, 2661524, 641192, 1297437, 771691, 1339033, 1517258, 844522]

Calling rsa_sign, 30 times  
Average time: 13888.033333333333 microseconds  
Average time excluding first element: 13796.379310344828 microseconds  
Raw data: [16546, 13793, 13810, 13792, 13785, 13830, 13787, 13784, 13790, 13786, 13790, 13785, 13790, 13898, 13786, 13784, 13792, 13786, 13789, 13829, 13790, 13785, 13790, 13786, 13785, 13790, 13823]

Calling rsa_encrypt, 30 times  
Average time: 228.0 microseconds  
Average time excluding first element: 225.6206896551724 microseconds  
eval_rsa - 2nd run for comparison

Running RSA keygen, sign, and encrypt together
Calling rsa_basic_operations, 30 times
Average time: 1513691.4333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1533443.7586206896 microseconds
Raw data: [940874, 625616, 1087950, 398365, 1128800, 747870, 2459919, 4231213, 739626, 5294203, 601548, 991249, 1705166, 1590873, 649895, 884926, 2012816, 1128373, 1250649, 414814, 1640043, 560785, 2589272, 1103892, 584868, 1023207, 2986426, 2385394, 1704265, 1947846]

Running RSA these functions separately
Calling rsa_key_gen, 30 times
Average time: 1329274.1333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 1309351.2413793104 microseconds
Raw data: [1907038, 1079442, 1103932, 414072, 1225231, 933053, 1169128, 2474677, 1858674, 3384006, 1143906, 1175951, 438309, 2409540, 495116, 1022524, 511557, 1047545, 389711, 1077948, 2378005, 916990, 1841772, 1428910, 1347865, 1980021, 2109508, 1573849, 633718, 406226]

Calling rsa_sign, 30 times
Average time: 13890.0 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 13798.551724137931 microseconds
Raw data: [16542, 13859, 13796, 13790, 13794, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13797, 13790, 13794, 13832, 13794, 13797, 13795, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13790, 13833, 13790, 13789, 13791, 13788, 13794]

Calling rsa_encrypt, 30 times
Average time: 225.63333333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 224.17241379310346 microseconds

eval_increment

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 0.03333333333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 0.0 microseconds
Raw data: [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Raw data: [1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]

eval_increment - 2nd run for comparison

Calling increment, 30 times
Average time: 0.13333333333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 0.0 microseconds
Raw data: [4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]

Calling rtrn, 30 times
Average time: 0.13333333333333333 microseconds
Average time excluding first element: 0.06896551724137931 microseconds
Raw data: [2,0,0,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]